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Now a day key role of reactive oxygen species (ROS) indifferent physiological and pathological 
processes is clearly defined [3-5]. At other side, most mechanisms of exogenous ROS action are 
described in details. In addition, a result of interstitial generation of these substances is not so 
clear [1, 3, 5]. It is supposed, that one of its action ways is enzymes activity regulation [2]. That 
is why the aim of this work is estimation of ROS effects on catalytic activity of some blood 
enzymes. 
Material and methods. We studied 25 specimens of whole human blood. Each experiment 
included separation of specimen in 4 portions, first of its is control (without any manipulations). 
Second portion was treated by gaseous oxygen, third one was bubbled with ozone-oxygen 
mixture (ozone concentration – 3000 mcg/l) and fourth portion was oxygenated (as second one) 
with subsequent processing by darsonvalization during 5 min. Exposition time after exposure 
was 3 min. 
In blood plasma of these specimens after processing we studied the activity of lactate 
dehydrogenase, hydroxybutirate dehydrogenase, creatine kinase and its MB-fraction with 
automatic biochemical analyzer «Clima MC-15» (Spane) with original reagents. 
Statistic processing of the data was accomplished by the programs Microsoft Excel 2003 and 
Primer of Biostatistics 4.03. The descriptive statistics data is shown in the article. 
Results. It is stated, that lactate dehydrogenase activity was elevated under all used exposures, 
but level of this increasing is variable significally (fig. 1). Particularly, simple oxygenation and 
its combination with darsonvalization leads to maximal stimulation of this enzyme activity (at 
1.21 and 1.22 times to control level respectively; p<0.05). Blood ozonation adduces to minimal 
changes of this parameter (at 1.072 times to control).  
 

 
Fig. 1. Blood enzymes activity under different reactive oxygen species processing (LDH - lactate 
dehydrogenase, HBDH - hydroxybutirate dehydrogenase, CK - creatine kinase, MB-CK - MB-

fraction of creatine kinase) 
 
Activity of hydroxybutirate dehydrogenase is known as isoform-1 of lactate dehydrogenase was 
gently decreased under oxygenation and ozonation of blood samples (on 11.3% and 19.7% to 
control, respectively; p<0.05). On the contrary, activity of this enzyme elevated under complex 
exposure (at 1.18 times; p<0.05). 



Total creatine kinase activity of blood plasma was most stable to all investigated exposures, 
excluding combination of oxygenation and darsonvalization. In this case we fixed moderate 
reduction of indicated enzyme activity. 
At other side, activity of MB-fraction of creatine kinase was decreased equally for all estimated 
exogenous factors. Maximal reduction of this parameter was registered for blood ozonation (at 
23.8% to control level; p<0.05). Smaller enzyme fraction inhibition was observed in simple 
oxygenation and its combination with darsonvalization. 
Conclusion. So, blood processing with reactive oxygen species reduces to changes of different 
plasma enzymes activity, but most optimal dynamics of its catalytic properties was registered for 
intra-blood (as model of liquid biological tissue) generation of ROS. It includes activation of 
lactate dehydrogenase and hydroxybutirate dehydrogenase with minimal inhibition of creatine 
kinase and its MB-fraction. 
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